CASE STUDY

ON MERCURY

MOVING TO
MERCURY
Finding Efficiency In Mercury 3
Loyola University Chicago staff started
using RMS in 2007. In 2015 the
Department of Residence Life upgraded
to Mercury and began making heavy use
of templates.
By the 2017-2018 Fall semester, the
team updated to the latest Mercury
offering, Mercury 3.
According to Marjenka, Mercury 3 has
offered many benefits, including setting
up the housing schedule, communicating
information to students and configuring
availability on templates.
“We’re using the Mercury 3 schedule
function for the first time this year, and it
is phenomenal!” said Marjenka.

“I created a Vacancy
Viewer after being
inspired to do so at
RMS World 2016. It’s
been an incredibly
useful tool for
students to get a
sense of what might
be available prior to
their selection time
so they can change
their selection
strategy if
necessary.”
Joshua Marjenka
Housing Assignments Coordinator,
Department of Residence Life
Loyola University Chicago
1032 W Sheridan Road
Chicago, IL 60660
On Campus Beds
4,600

BEST PRACTICES:
VACANCY VIEWER SETUP
Multiple Vacancy Viewers
Previously, Loyola was making use of two room selection templates that students
could use: one template that had a ‘fill all beds’ requirement for rooms and one that
didn’t have a requirement. However, they had one Vacancy Viewer that covered
both templates, which tended to cause confusion for students. This year the
Department of Residence Life opted to create a separate Vacancy Viewer for each
template to better demonstrate to students what spaces were actually available to
them.

Named Roommate Groups
The team at Loyola also implemented named roommate groups to help eliminate
student confusion. With entering a named roommate group as a step in accessing
the ‘fill all beds’ Vacancy Viewer, staff were able to prevent students that weren’t
part of a pre-defined group from accessing the wrong Vacancy Viewer. Moving
forward, the Residence Life department is considering making it a requirement for
students to form their groups before making their room selections to further
streamline the process of when to release rooms for selection.

“I want to explore the pre-formed
roommate groups for our process for
next year. It will help us have a better
sense of when to release rooms into the
process.”

- Joshua Marjenka

With the Vacancy Viewer students can
get a sense of what might be available
prior to their selection time so that they
can change their room selection
strategy if necessary.

BEST PRACTICES:
SELECTION LOTTERY
Reduce Manual Updates
Without the updates in Mercury 3, Loyola was setting up the room selection lottery
with a cumbersome manual process. First, staff would create the room selection
schedule, then they would export the lottery numbers to a spreadsheet, and finally,
they would import those numbers back into the housing application status page.
The housing assignment coordinators reported late nights when updating the
spreadsheet with lottery dates and times and significant time spent if an individual
student’s lottery number was changed.
With the full feature set of Mercury 3, Marjenka was able to employ a merge token
so that the students could see their correct information in real-time without
requiring additional import steps from staff.

“All of the time that has been freed up has let me focus
on the other things we can do to streamline our process
with Mercury.”

- Joshua Marjenka

The merge functionality allows students
a way to see real-time data - including
lottery selection information – on their
application portals.

BEST PRACTICES:
SELECTION LOTTERY CON’T
SEND REMINDERS USING FILTERS
Marjenka recalls the cumbersome lottery communication process of years’ past.
Before he could communicate to students, he’d first need to pull reports on the
groups he needed to reach, for example, those students whose selection times were
coming up but hadn’t yet made a selection.
This year, the Residence Life staff created a few filters to identify this student group
and created batch correspondence to send them a reminder. They enhanced each
email by merging in the individual’s selection date.

The same advanced filters and process could also alert these students when
the selection process would be closing.

Not only is this feature valuable to lottery selection
reminders, but with the communication capabilities of
Mercury 3, changes to individual student’s lottery
information took a mere 30 seconds to communicate
versus the previous 5 minutes per student.

“With Mercury 3, it took less than 5 minutes
every hour to send an email to 100 people
at a time to alert them that their selection
time was about to open. Before Mercury 3,
a more manual mail merge process required
my attention for most of the day.”

- Joshua Marjenka

FINAL
THOUGHTS
FROM RMS
Mercury 3 and the Future of RMS
Mercury 3 is enabling a custom solution
for every client. Features include:
• Custom screens for any staff member
• Custom menus for any staff member
• Custom lists with custom functional
shortcuts on any list
• All drag-and-drop design without the
need for IT assistance
The Mercury solution is continuing to
evolve with the needs of our customers.
Join us now to begin customizing your
staff and student experience and to work
with a team that is fully committed to
your success.

“Everything in
Mercury 3 is
completely
customizable!
Our partners can
take it out of the box
- as delivered - and
customize menus,
screens,
everything… they
could technically
invent new
funtionality.
They can easily build
the components
they’re looking for,
and we can help!”
- Andrew Tanner
RMS, VP of Sales

For more information on RMS and
Mercury visit:

www.rms-inc.com
Residential Management Systems
RMS brings together a whole new
dimension to housing, conference
and judicial management needs.
Since it was founded in 1994, its
comprehensive software solutions
have combined power, functionality
and ease of use, and these factors
continue to be the guiding
principles in its evolution.

E-mail: sales@rms-inc.com

Phone: 919-845-9004
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Mercury by RMS
This brand new platform will
allow you to deliver revolutionary
customized content to your
students. Custom designed
housing applications, contracts
and electronic signatures, online
payments, student self-assignment,
all new reporting and administrative
tools.

Address: 9131 Anson Way, Suite 301, Raleigh, NC 27615

